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Agree 

But don't keep the people out. Its why we are here and very important emotionally and spiritually to be 
in the bush. 

The main local vector of kauri dieback - pigs, is not being tackled, also I think that provided if sexually 
reproduced trees rather than from cutting, resistance will be found. 

As above. What does 'support' mean? We've got a champion in our community already, it's up to each 
of us to follow hygiene protocols. 

Again, this is a national issue and should be discussed at that level. 

As above, this is a National problem and requires a consistent, coordinated response. 

trygene stations on all bush accesses 

We really need to protect the trees! 

Just one issue.  Where does the village begin and end? 

Dogs on beaches is not controlled and we end up with dog facaes on the beach where our 
grandchildren are playing. This to me is a very high priority 

Yes yes yes! 

To me this means not only educating people and preventing access where necessary but also 
eradicating wild pigs - as I believe they have more potential to spread the disease on the peninsula.  It 
seems a bit like gun control in America - pig hunting is a person's right in NZ and if we eliminate them 
what are they going to hunt? 

Don't wait till its to late 

too difficult to resolve for anyone should not be RA's agenda 

kauri 2000, such great work...shame to lose it again! 

Same again. Lose this environment and we are another Matarangi 

not sure about more poison, as we have to spray our shoes. walkers keep on the walking trails........ 

Need to prevent private operators from embarking on projects that will introduce this threat o 
uninfected areas e.g. Waitaia Forestry logging and extraction through Coromandel Forest park. 

I believe a far more holistic understanding of our forests needs to be factored in to how we approach 
managing this disease. 

If it means closing the forest to humans than NO 
We are part of the forest 
And yes let's make sure if possible  
Chris Twemlow is the persons  
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We all have qualities that can be utilised and we all have healing to do 
Within ourselves and with other who cross our paths  
 
Thanks I hope you have a good chuckle reading this. And get the essence of what in expressing 
Keep it slow and steady 
The more infistructure we do the more people will come and soon we will be paving (concreting more 
likely ) paradise and putting up a parking lot 
And charging a dollar and a half for humans to see a kauri tree too 
Lots of love Krra team and thank you for your efforts to keep this place awesome and clean 
In closing the less human input the better nature does. Harmony is key 

 


